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Due: Wednesday, September 16, 2015

1 Basic probability

1. An urn contains r red balls and b blue balls.

(a) What is the probability that the first draw is a red ball?

(b) What is the probability that the last draw is a red ball?

2. A die is rolled eight times. What is the probability of getting a six exactly twice?

3. The events A and B are independent. Show that Ac and Bc are independent.

4. Show that

(a) If A and B are independent, then they are not disjoint.

(b) If A and B are disjoint, then they are not independent.

5. How many ways are there to divide the 50 states into 10 equally-sized groups when
the groups are not distinct?

6. Two dice are rolled. What is the probability that the value on the first is larger than
the value on the second?

7. There are five red and five blue balls that are to be divided between two urns. An
urn will be chosen randomly, then a ball from that urn will be selected randomly.
How should the balls be distributed so that the probability of drawing a blue ball is
greatest?

8. You are walking down Telegraph Avenue and street vendor challenges you to a game.
He’ll flip a coin and, if heads appears, he’ll give you $5; if tails appears, you owe him
$5. Let’s assume that you are risk neutral and are willing to play the game if it offers
fair (i.e., 50-50) odds. Though the coin has two distinct sides, you do not trust that it
is a fair coin. Propose a modification to this game that uses the same coin, but that
guarantees you fair odds.
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2 Computer exercises

1. Using R, “flip” a coin with a probability of showing heads of 0.6 100 times.

(a) How many heads were shown?

(b) Repeat this experiment 1,000 times and plot a histogram of the number of heads
shown in each experiment.

2. Consider the simulation code shown in class for the m balls, n boxes problem. Simulate
the probability of having all the boxes filled for each value of m ∈ 1, . . . , 20 and
n ∈ 1, . . . ,m. Create a 3-dimensional plot of your results. You may want to use the
functions expand.grid, mapply, and wireframe (the latter from the lattice package).
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